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Developing a Multimodal Spatial Network Prototype Using ArcGIS 9.2 Justin Hansen, Andres Munoz CSCI 8715 – University of Minnesota hanse893, munoz040 @ umn.edu



Abstract Multimodal spatial networking is an active area of development in both spatial databases and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Spatial networks, coupled with Geographic Information Systems for transportation (GIS-T) are among the most actively researched topics in Computer Science and GIS. Online mapping and trip planning applications such as Google’s Google Maps and Microsoft’s Live Search Maps have become part of many people’s daily life. These online applications, coupled with the proliferation of in-car GPS devices, certainly show the trend towards reliance on computerized mapping applications for routing purposes. There is an increased interest in extending the traditional vehicular trip planning applications to trip planning applications that focus on public transit systems. These applications extend the traditional road network based trip planners and allow users to travel across multiple modes of transportation. These modes could include walking, biking, bus and rail systems. Arriving in a city, a user could produce a travel itinerary which directs them to walk to the nearest bus stop, transfer from the bus to the train, get off the train and continue walking along the sidewalks to their destination. Despite the increased interest in applications which accomplish multimodal public transit trip planning, there exist relatively few applications for the public use. The applications which exist do not produce map output and lack intuitiveness as a result. The sheer amount of transit data which compromises a larger city’s public transit system is a large hurdle to overcome. Also the methods by which the multiple modes of transportation are modeled within a multimodal network requires careful planning and adaptations which cater to the uniqueness of each city’s transit system. In this paper, we propose a prototype multimodal trip planning network. This network includes the traditional road network along with a public bus and rail network. Users are allowed to simulate walking throughout the network and produce trip itineraries which tell them what bus routes or rail routes to take. This prototype multimodal trip planning network is built within the framework of Environmental Systems Research Institute’s (ESRI’s) ArcGIS 9.2 software. This allows us to adequately model a multimodal pedestrian system within a city and produce graphical (map) as well as directional (textual) results.



1. Introduction Spatial networks are amongst the most widely used data models in spatial databases and geographic information systems (GIS). There remains little doubt as to the popularity of online mapping services such as Google Maps, Map Quest, or Microsoft’s Live Search Maps. The amount of vehicles shipping with built-in navigation systems continues to increase in popularity as well. At the heart of these applications are spatial networks. The high proliferation of network data models throughout many operational systems including, but not limited to, commercial GIS software packages, points to the maturity and stability of network data models (Hoel et al., 2005). Spatial networks are not limited to transportation applications, but transportation remains



at the foremost of GIS application development (Butler and Dueker, 2001; Hoel et al., 2005; Miller and Shaw, 2001; Sutton, 1996). There remains a critical demand for GIS and its ability to model transportation systems via a variety of spatial data models (Fletcher, 2000). Coined by many researchers in the field, geographic information systems for transportation (GIS-T) represents the demand for GIS integration with transportation systems. Transportation networks are typically modeled with one mode of transportation. This usually includes a road network for shortest-path queries. Traditional network data models lack the ability to handle multiple modes of transportation (Hoel et al., 2005). Some multimodal network data models address the issue of multimodal modeling by adding the ability to model multiple modes of transportation in one network. A user is then allowed to run queries across multiple modes of transportation. An example query could include a shortest path query involving all public transportation systems throughout a city. This has applications to best route finding in metropolitan areas, particularly when a route traverses non-vehicular, vehicular (road), and public transportation systems (bus, rail, etc.). Arriving at a municipal airport, one could query their destination and have results returned which include their directions to a train, bus route, and finally a road route to reach their destination. As a result of the increased interest in multimodal networking there exists a copious amount of research concerning multimodal spatial networks (For example see: Adams et al., 2001; Bielli et al., 2006; Hoel et al., 2005; Miller and Storm, 2001; Uchida et al., 2007). While a large contemporary research base exists concerning GIS-T and multimodal network modeling, relatively few multimodal public transit trip planning applications exist. The sheer amount of transportation information in a large city’s public transit system complicates application development. Multimodal trip planning applications have to take into account schedules and user limitations such as handicap access or unwillingness to walk a certain distance. The applications that do exist (see Minneapolis’ Metro Transit Itinerary Planner or Chicago’s Regional Transportation Authority’s Trip Planner) lack map (GIS) integration and are not as intuitive as more simple online mapping applications like Google’s Google Maps. Thus, there exists a need for a public transit trip planning application which is not only robust, but integrates GIS and mapping capability for graphical, and ultimately, more intuitive output. There exist many challenges regarding the development of a multimodal trip planning application. One has to determine which transportation networks to include and what networks are available in the area being modeled. The main issue concerns the method by which the network model links the various modes of transportation. The method by which bus routes are to be modeled is an extremely complex issue. In most cases, bus network data is not suited for network analysis operations. How one models bus stops is another issue related to the bus network. One can either model the bus stops directly on the bus route, or model them by actual location and link to them via a transfer edge. A city may also have a skyway network which complicates the modeling of a sidewalk system. Each city’s transportation system is unique which makes developing a universal trip planning multimodal network is an even greater challenge. To explore these challenges, this paper presents a prototype public transportation trip planning multimodal network utilizing ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.2 desktop GIS software. This prototype is developed within the framework of ArcGIS’ multimodal networking extension. The goal of this prototype is to develop an understanding of ArcGIS’ capabilities and limitations concerning multimodal networking. The prototype will also aid in the understanding of the requirements needed to successfully create a public transit trip planning application within ArcGIS. The



following section (section 2) contains a discussion concerning related work and a review of contemporary literature concerning the topic of multimodal network models. Section 3 covers our contribution to the field and our proposed approach is covered in detail in section 4. Section 5 covers the validation methodologies we used to validate our prototype network. We discuss the challenges we faced in section 6 and conclude the paper with a discussion concerning future work in section 7.



2. Literature Review and Related Work The authors of this paper know of no related work regarding the development of a multimodal trip planning network within ArcGIS. Related applications include the previously mentioned trip planning applications from Minneapolis’ Metro Transit and Chicago’s Regional Transportation Authority. Multimodal networking was introduced in ArcGIS version 9.1 which was released in late 2005. The relative recentness of multimodal networking functionality in ArcGIS is most likely the main reason public transportation trip planning applications have yet to be realized in ArcGIS. This paper’s contribution somewhat unique as a result of the lack of published related work. To gain a better understanding of the approach ArcGIS uses to model multiple modes of transportation, we will review the main approaches covered throughout current research and compare them to the approach ESRI uses within ArcGIS. 2.1 Multimodal Networks – Approaches 2.1.1 Dynamic Segmentation Dynamic segmentation has been utilized to create multimodal network data models (Miller and Shaw, 2001). Utilizing a linear referencing system, dynamic segmentation schemes were mainly developed along with linear referencing to overcome the arc-homogeneity problem (Sutton, 1996). Arc homogeneity refers to a limitation of the traditional network model where all arcs within the network are assumed as being homogeneous (Miller and Shaw, 2001). Dynamic segmentation is accomplished by subdividing “a base map string into segments, called linear event strings…that correspond to the transportation feature defined by one or more linear events” (Dueker and Butler, 1998). This allows for the attribution of multiple characteristics to an arc in the underlying network. These multiple characteristics can include different modes of transportation. An example network model which utilizes dynamic segmentation to model multiple modes of transportation can be seen in Miller and Storm (1996). Many network models which utilize dynamic segmentation to model multiple modes of transportation generally do not provide the ability to query across those modes. 2.1.2 Standard Multimodal Transportation Network Models Miller and Storm (1996) identify two types of methods for representing multimodal networks: modal specific base networks and single base network with route classes. The first method is the more traditional method which identifies subnetworks that are separate from one another. Each subnetwork represents a different mode of transportation within the network data model. Transfers amongst the various subnetworks are represented by pseudo-links or nodes. An extension of this method utilizes separate base relations to maintain the separation of different



modes of transportation within the network in a relational database (Miller and Storm, 1996). The main limitation of modal-specific base networks is that they do not maintain database integrity. Some modes of transportation are dependent on others. For example, the public transit network is dependent on the road network in most cities. It is possible to delete a road arc in the network and not delete the corresponding bus segment. This example showcases the obvious database integrity issues (Miller and Storm, 1996). 2.1.3 Other Multimodal Network Modeling Approaches To overcome the limitations of the modal-specific base network design, Miller and Storm (1996) proposed their own design which they term as a single base network. Their design uses routes which are derived from a single base network. These routes are then used to model different modes of transportation. Termed “route classes,” these routes allow the storage of attributes via dynamic segmentation. Here, database integrity is maintained as changes in the underlying base network are reflected throughout the various route classes. This method is not without its disadvantages. One disadvantage of this approach is flow characteristics for each mode of transportation are separated. Therefore one cannot model the affects of congestion across all modes of transportation in a network. It is important to note that this disadvantage is also present in the previously two mentioned multimodal network model representations (Miller and Storm, 1996). Uchida et al.’s (2007) multimodal network modeling framework addresses the congestion issue. The modeling framework is described as a hypernetwork which includes a walking network, road and transit network. An underlying primitive network forms the basis of the transit network. The primitive network is modified by adding node sets which represent transit stops and link sets which represent routes (Uchida et al., 2007). The difference between this method and Miller and Storm’s method is that routes are not created with dynamic segmentation, rather, routes are created by adding nodes to the separate, modified transit network. Therefore a route becomes a viable path that can be followed along the transit network between two nodes. Coincident automobile and transit routes are represented by “using two different links having interactions with each other in terms of the congestion effect (Uchida et al., 2007).” The congestion effect is modeled by adding an in-vehicle waiting time attribute to the transit link that coincides with the road network. This approach models multiple modes of transportation in hopes to allow users to predict travel times based on congestion levels of other modes of transpiration. This multimodal network model does not allow users to query across more than one mode of transportation though. Another recent approach to multimodal network modeling is Bielli et al.’s (2006) approach which focuses on network object modeling and structuring a transportation network based on hierarchy. Here a hierarchical graph model “provides a strategy of abstracting and structuring a transit network in a hierarchical fashion (Bielli et al., 2006). The authors claim that using a hierarchical graph model allows for more efficient traversal between network modes. This method also employs object models, which define separate abstract classes for nodes, links and the overall network. Using an object modeling approach allows for different levels of abstraction which are applied to the connections between modes of transportation.



2.2 Multimodal Networks – ESRI’s Approach At ArcGIS version 9.1, ESRI implemented a new multimodal network data model. This model is detailed in Hoel et al.'s paper (2005). The author's of this paper detail their modifications to the standard relational network data model as well as the implementation of an object-oriented modeling approach. This approach addresses common issues and limitations of the traditional (relational) network data modeling approach. Here the authors claim traditional network models lack the ability to model multiple modes of transportation. The authors also claim traditional network data models are neither robust or scalable. The model is a composition of components developed at ESRI which are accessed by users of the software through application programming interfaces (APIs). The heart of the model, which is The Network component, provides the network building, connectivity and network representation aspects of the data model (Hoel et al., 2005). Users build a network from an existing line dataset, in this case a feature class. Each network element in a network dataset corresponds to one or more of the original line features from a participating feature class. A network element is an abstract class which consists of the following subclasses: Junctions, Edge and Turn (Hoel et al., 2005). The network element is the component of the data model which provides the API to the end users which allows network navigation, traversal, and data access methods. ESRI handles multiple modes of transportation with their concept of connectivity groups. When a user creates a network dataset, they are allowed to choose what modes of transportation are allowed in each respective group (see figure 1). Example groups in a network could include a group representing the connectivity for a road network and a different connectivity group for a transit network. Connectivity between groups is accomplished by allowing a separate point dataset (a point feature class) to participate in multiple groups. Access to certain modes of transportation by a query is controlled by what attributes are assigned to each query type. For example, in a multimodal network containing a road and a public transportation system, one would not allow a query for driving time to access the bus or rail routes. ESRI does not use dynamic segmentation to model multiple modes of transportation and therefore their implementation suffers from the database integrity problems of the traditional methods of representing a multimodal network.



Figure 1: The connectivity dialog within the network creation wizard.



3. Contribution In contribution to the current research concerning multimodal spatial networks, we are developing a prototype multimodal spatial network in ArcGIS 9.2. This prototype multimodal network will consist of the street, bus and train transportation networks for the City of Minneapolis, Minnesota. The goals of this prototype network are to demonstrate ESRI's multimodal network modeling capabilities by using real-world network datasets. The aim for the prototype is to provide a workflow for developing a multimodal network within ArcGIS. This prototype could be incorporated into a web application based on ArcIMS or used within a frontend application for ArcGIS. Ultimately, the contribution improves upon existing methods of public transportation trip planning by incorporating GIS’ ability to provide both mapping and directional (text) output for transit trip itineraries.



4. Prototype Multimodal Network – Proposed Approach To successfully evaluate and demonstrate ESRI’s multimodal network modeling capabilities, we decided to model two types of transportation: driving and walking. The final multimodal network prototype will allow for drive time and pedestrian time shortest path queries. Pedestrians are allowed to travel across multiple modes of transportation from origin to destination. This may include all three modes, road, rail and bus. Drive time queries are limited



to the road network as one cannot drive on train or bus routes that are not coincident with the road network. Modeling drive time and pedestrian time on a multimodal network will adequately demonstrate ArcGIS’ ability to create, manage, and provide multimodal analysis on a multimodal network. Our prototype’s network is compromised of road, bus and rail networks from the City of Minneapolis. We chose the City of Minneapolis as it provides all three modes of transportation we require of our model. The road network within the city also has multiple types of roads which allow us to model hierarchy within the network and restrict pedestrians to local roads (one cannot walk along an interstate highway for example). In the following sections we describe the processes and steps we took to build our multimodal network prototype within ArcGIS. 4.1 Data Acquisition The Metropolitan Council (http://www.metrocouncil.org/) has a large collection of geographic information that is available for public use on their MetroGIS (http://www.metrogis.org/) website. All spatial data used in our project was acquired from MetroGIS. This includes the following datasets: •



•



Data used for the network prototype: o Street centerlines o Bus routes o Bus stops o Train routes Background/cartographic data: o Metropolitan boundaries o County boundaries o Lakes o Rivers o Park Boundaries



MetroGIS’ data is complete and professionally compiled allowing us to focus more on creating our prototype network than organizing and verifying the data’s integrity. All data delivered from the MetroGIS contains relevant metadata describing all aspects of each dataset. For these reasons, we chose to acquire the relevant datasets needed for our prototype network from MetroGIS. The next step in creating our multimodal network prototype was to prepare the data as required by ArcGIS’ network schema. This required a review of the available documentation and tutorials provided by ESRI. 4.2 ArcGIS’ Network Analyst Extension - Documentation In ArcGIS, the ability to create a multimodal network lies within the Network Analyst extension. ESRI provides free documentation and tutorials with data which allowed us to understand the mechanics and semantics of the Network Analyst extension. The tutorials provided describe the various network elements and attributes that are needed by the extension to create, build and maintain a network within ArcGIS. The tutorial describes step-by-step the



various network elements and attributes that are needed for modeling network costs and restrictions such as drive time, speed limits, one way roads and illegal turns. In utilizing the Network Analysis tutorials and the ESRI help system, we gained an understanding of the software’s capabilities and the data requirements needed to build a network within ESRI’s framework. The tutorial also helped us realize our project’s goals and aided in our understanding of the extension’s capabilities and limits. An in-depth discussion covering the Network Analyst Extension is beyond the scope of this project, and we will discuss aspects of the extension as they relate to the creation of our network prototype. 4.3 Data Preparation and Modification Data preparation consisted of us analyzing the metadata of each dataset we acquired from MetroGIS. This aided in the understanding of the attribute information housed by each dataset. The data acquired from MetroGIS contained all of the relevant information needed to complete the initial phase of our prototype. The following sections, 4.31 and 4.3.2 will outline the data modifications we made to the road centerline data and the bus/rail data respectively. 4.3.1 Road Network Network Travel Time To model network cost attributes such as travel time and distance, attributes such as segment length and segment travel time are needed. The road center line dataset already contained segment length attributes but lacked any cost attributes associated with travel time. Travel time for each segment of road depends on what type of transportation is being modeled. For our prototype we are modeling automobile and public transportation modes (bus, train and pedestrian). To calculate travel time for the road network, we used each road’s speed limit attribute to calculate the time in minutes it would take an automobile to traverse each segment. To model pedestrian travel time, we used a different approach. This approach will be discussed in-depth later in the following section. The following tables list the road attributes obtained from the road network and the modifications needed to match ESRI’s network analyst schema: Source



ESRI Schema



Meters



Miles



Source Data Speed Limit: (Miles/Hour)



SEGMENT LENGTH Description The length value was converted from metric to English system.



SEGMENT TRAVERSSL TIME ESRI Schema Description The speed limit attribute was used to get travel time from start to end point of the element. To convert speed (Minutes) limit to minutes the following formula was used: (Length/Speed Limit) * 60



One-way Network Restriction ArcGIS’ Network Analyst extension uses a boolean (true or false) attribute to model oneway network restriction attributes. This attribute specifies whether or not each road segment was digitized with the flow of traffic, or against the flow of traffic. The road centerline dataset contained a ONEWAY attribute with a value of “2” for two-way streets, a value of “1” for oneway roads on which traffic moves in the direction of flow and a value of “-1” if the segment represents a one-way street on which traffic moves in the opposite direction of flow. This attribute allowed us to include network one-way restriction attributes in our model. The following table shows the centerline “Oneway” attribute modifications that were needed to match ESRI’s Network Analyst schema: Source 2



ESRI Schema T



1



F



-1







ONE WAY ATTRIBUTE Description The street is two-way. The segment represents a one-way street on which traffic moves in the direction of the flow of the segment. If the segment represents a one-way street on which traffic moves in the opposite direction of the flow of the segment.



Road Hierarchy When hierarchy is modeled within a network, the resulting analysis favors roads with a higher “class” within the network. Routes created using hierarchy are more realistic because roads with a higher assigned hierarchy value are faster to traverse than roads with lower values. The road centerline dataset contained the attribute F_CLASS which contained the CFCC (Census Feature Class Code) values for each road segment. The CFCC road classification scheme was then used to assign hierarchical values for each type of road within the City of Minneapolis. We categorized the CFCC values into six hierarchical categories which ESRI then uses to model hierarchy within the network. The following table lists the CFCC codes contained within the City of Minneapolis and the values we chose for each of them to represent hierarchy within the network. ROAD HIERARCHY Source (CFCC Classification) A10 = Primary road with limited access or interstate highway, major category A15 = Primary road with limited access or interstate highway, separated A63 = Access ramp, the portion of a road that forms a cloverleaf or limited access interchange A25 = Primary road without limited access, U.S. and state highways, separated A30 = Primary road without limited access, U.S. and state highways, separated A40= Local, neighborhood, and rural road, city street, major category A64= Service drive, road that provides access to businesses, facilities, and rest areas along limited-access highway



ESRI Schema



Interstate



1



Interstate



1



Freeway Ramp/Interchange



2



State Highway



3



Major Road



4



Local Roads



5



Service Drives/Other Roads



6



Driving Directions ArcGIS’ Network Analyst provides driving directions for routing results. This function requires a street name attribute for each element on the network. The center line road dataset has the “full name” attribute with has a complete street name, including street prefix, suffix, name and type. It was not necessary to apply any changes.



Source



ESRI Schema



String



String



STREET NAME Description No modification was needed; this attribute is used to provide driving instructions.



4.3.2 Bus and Rail Networks: The bus routes and light-rail datasets downloaded from MetroGIS needed not only attribute modifications similar to the modifications mentioned above, but also a large amount of line editing to correct connectivity issues. The bus route lines overlapped at different areas along the route while not connecting in other areas. This problem needed to be addressed in order to establish proper connectivity along the route. Different ArcGIS geoprocessing tools were used to try to solve the connectivity problems such as topology, merging, clipping and appending features. Ultimately, we re-digitized the bus routes included in the prototype network. There were far too many digitization issues associated with the bus stop layer to fix with geoprocessing tools alone. Manual digitization was tedious and time consuming. This limited the amount of bus routes we were able to incorporate into the prototype network to three routes. 4.4 Network Build Process 4.4.1 Road Network Since the road network is the base network for the other modes of transportation, it is important to discuss the process by which we created the road network for drive-time and pedestrian-time queries. The following attributes were used to model the road network’s drive and pedestrian time queries: • • • • • • •



FT_MINUTES TF_MINUTES Func_Class Oneway MILES Shape_Length PED_RESTRICT



The above attributes satisfy all of the requirements we identified for the road network within the prototype multimodal network. FT_MINUTES and TF_MINUTES specify the amount of time it takes to travel between endpoints on each edge within the network. Func_Class specifies the hierarchy attribute, while Oneway specifies each edge’s travel restrictions. MILES is simply a distance measure used to calculate the basic shortest path query without time involved. Shape_Length is the distance measure in meters which is defined by our data’s coordinate system (NAD83). PED_RESTRICT is a restriction attribute identifying the road types which pedestrians cannot walk on (freeways for example). The network creation process requires one to use the ArcGIS Network Analyst extension which is wizard driven and guides one through the process. A network within ArcGIS is created from existing feature classes or one can create a new network with no data. In our case, we’re creating a network from existing data, the data we acquired and modified from MetroGIS. To create the road network with both drive-time and pedestrian time, only one dataset is required, which is the road centerline dataset. The road centerline dataset was digitized with “endpoint” connectivity and this is specified in the New Network Dataset wizard (see figure 2). With endpoint connectivity, the line features participating in the network become edges joined only at coincident endpoints. ArcGIS allows for the modification of the connectivity based on elevation data. This is typically used for overpass and underpass situations. Since we are not modeling connectivity based on elevation data (our data does not contain these attributes) we do not do this (see figure 2 below). a.)



b.)



Figure 2: a.) The Connectivity dialogue and b.) connectivity modification dialogue from ArcGIS' Network Analyst



An important concept for the network creation process is that of turns. We will not be modeling turns based on detailed turn attributes such as data in turn tables or separate turn feature classes in our multimodal network prototype. ArcGIS allows for one to model turns globally, which creates an implied turn present at every intersection. It is important to note here that even though turns are modeled with the global method, no cost or restriction attributes are



applied to turns. This basically allows traversals between edges within the network, but there is no time cost associated with turning. The next step in the network creation process is the attribution stage. Here we define the cost, restriction and hierarchical attributes used for the road network. Figure 3 shows the six attributes created for the streets network dataset. There are three cost attributes: Miles, DriveTime and Pedestrian-Time. In addition to these cost attributes there are two restriction attributes (Oneway, Ped_HWY_Restriction) and one hierarchical attribute (Hierarchy). These attributes are separate from the actual dataset attributes that participate within the network. Once specified, the network attributes are created for the network during the build process. ArcGIS allows one to create network attributes on the fly, meaning they do not necessarily have to exist within the participating network datasets to be created. An example of this type of attribute is the Pedestrian-Time attribute which is a calculation based on the Shape_Length field in the streets layer which corresponds to the length of each road segment in meters. To model a pedestrian’s walking time throughout the city, we make the assumption that pedestrians can “walk” along the roads to simulate the sidewalk network. The Pedestrian-Time attribute, therefore is a calculation of the average walking time per edge within the network. The calculation is shown below for an average walking speed of 5 km/h: [Shape_Length] * 60 / 5000



Figure 3: The network attributes creation dialogue



The two restriction attributes, Oneway and Ped_HWY_Restriction are treated differently. Here ArcGIS uses a field within the road centerline dataset coupled with Visual Basic scripting to set simple restriction rules on the data. For example, the Ped_HWY_Restriction restriction attribute uses the PED_RESTRICT attribute from the road centerline dataset. Here a road segment has the attribute “Y” if a pedestrian cannot walk along this road segment. The VB script code to specify this condition is shown in figure 4. The Oneway restriction attributes for the network are specified in much the same manner.



Figure 4: The Field Evaluators dialogue, specifying the Ped_HWY_Restriction network restriction attribute with VB scripting code based on the attribute PED_RESTRICT.



Road hierarchy is a simple number assignment to each road type in the road centerline data. The Hierarchy attribute for the network uses the Func_Class field from the road centerline data. Once specified, the hierarchical ranges must be chosen for primary, secondary and local roads. This is shown in figure 5. Hierarchy allows ArcGIS to create routes which favor the hierarchy of the network. Road hierarchy is primarily modeled for shortest time queries as a road with a higher hierarchy is assumed to take less time to travel on. Hierarchy does not apply to pure shortest path queries which will chose an exact route over one that takes less time.



Figure 5: Specifying hierarchy ranges



Once the network attributes have been defined, the final step to creating the road network is to specify the network directions. Here one defines the fields within the participating network datasets that apply for network directions. ArcGIS allows for multiple attributes to be used. In our prototype we used the names and alternate names of the road segments. A more complicated network will include direction attributes such as road class attributes (specifies “turn left/go east/take ramp etc.) and sign post features. Once all of the required network building steps are completed, the network is created. ArcGIS prompts to build the network and once built, queries can be performed. 4.4.2 Multimodal Network Build This section will discuss the creation of the multimodal network prototype which includes the road, bus and rail networks. Many of the same concepts applied to the road network are applied to the bus and rail networks. The multimodal network introduces more complex connectivity groupings between the three modes of transportation. The resulting network allows one to perform drive-time queries and pedestrian-time queries much like in the roads-only network created in the above section. The main difference between the multimodal network and the road network is that pedestrians are allowed to use the street, bus and/or rail networks to travel across the network. Connectivity To accomplish the connectivity between the street network and the public transit system, we used bus stops (which include light-rail stations) as the point features which can participate in both connectivity groups. The bus stop points were not digitized on the streets; rather MetroGIS used a global positioning system unit (GPS unit) to create the bus stops dataset and therefore the points do not overlap the road centerlines. This required us to create two additional feature class datasets which represent the path a pedestrian would take from the sidewalk (road) to the bus stop, and then back to the bus once the bus had arrived. The benefit of using lines to link the bus stops to the road is that we are allowed to attribute these “link” segments to include the bus stop attributes. This is useful for giving more detailed directions.



The data included in the multimodal network prototype consists of the following datasets, both road and public transportation: • • • • • •



Roads Bus Routes (consists of 3 routes each of which have a east and west separate feature class for a total of 6 datasets) Light Rail Route BusToRoad_Link RoadToBus_Link Bus Stops



We assigned two connectivity groups for our prototype network, one group for the road network and one for the public transit network. Figure 6 shows the two connectivity groups and the datasets which participate in each group. Connectivity group 1 contains all public transit layers, while group 2 contains the street layer and the line layer which links the road to the bus stop. Connectivity group 2 contains only the road centerlines and the RoadToBus_Link layer. The bus stops dataset is the only dataset which is allowed to participate in both connectivity groups. Participating in both connectivity groups allows each bus stop to be the transfer node between the two connectivity groups.



Figure 6: The connectivity groups and participating network datasets.



Allowing the RoadToBus_Link layer in the same connectivity group as the roads allows the pedestrian to travel from the road to the bus stop. The pedestrian is then “transferred” between connectivity groups to the BusToRoad_Link line back to the bus or light rail route. To connect back to the streets layer, the pedestrian travels from a bus route to a bus stop via the BusToRoad_Link, is “transferred” between connectivity groups at the bus stop and travels back to the street network to finish a route. Figure 7 shows a pedestrian traveling from the road network to a bus stop via the RoadToBus_Link layer and back to the bus route via the BusToRoad_Link. Both the link layers overlap each other so the pedestrian follows the same path back to the bus.



Figure 7: An example pedestrian query. The pedestrian starts at point 1 along Park St and walks to the bus stop on 4th St . The pedestrian walks on the link path to the bus stop, transfers to the bus route link and travels along the bus route 16 to the destination outside the figure.



Attributes Similar to the road network created in the previous section, the attributes defined for the multimodal network prototype are of three types: cost, restriction and hierarchy. These include: •



•



•



Cost Attributes o Drive_Time o Miles o Pedestrian_Time Restriction Attributes o Oneway-Roads o Oneway-Transit o Ped_HWY_Restriction Hierarchical Attributes o Hierarchy



Here the network attributes are defined across all modes of transportation. Once again, each network attribute is defined from the participating feature classes within the network. The attributes of these feature classes are used to create the network attributes, or they are created onthe-fly. The network cost attribute of Pedestrian_Time, which is the time it takes for a pedestrian to walk along the road network, is also an attribute for the bus and light-rail routes. Here the Pedestrian_Time network attribute is not average walking time, but the average speed of the bus or light-rail route. This attribute was pre-calculated for the bus routes and light-rail segments and coincides with the Transit_Time attribute for each of the datasets. The road’s Pedestrian_Time network cost attribute is still based on the calculation as shown in the section 4.3.1. The network cost attribute, MILES, is based on the length of each segment, which is taken from a precalculated Miles field in the participating datasets. Drive_Time is a network cost attribute which is only defined for the road network. ArcGIS allows the exclusion of other participating datasets from network attributes. In the case of Drive_Time, one cannot drive along the bus or light rail routes, so they are excluded from the Drive_Time query. One assigns a value of -1 to each participating dataset within Drive_Time that will not participate in the cost. This is shown in figure 8 below.



Figure 8: Defining the evaluators (attributes) used for the Drive_Time network cost attribute. Assigining a value of -1 excludes all bus and rail routes from the Drive_Time query.



The network restriction attributes of Oneway-Roads and Oneway-Transit coincide to a one-way restriction for the road centerlines and the bus/light-rail network. Having separate oneway network attributes for the roads and transit system allows us to define the road one-way restriction only during a drive-time query. A pedestrian is allowed to walk both ways along a road segment regardless of its one-way status. The Oneway-Transit coincides to the east/westbound orientation of each route. If a pedestrian is traveling east along a bus route, they are only allowed to travel on the route which travels east and stop at bus stops along the right side of the road (when facing east). Ped_HWY_Restriction and Hierarchy remain the same restriction attributes as defined for the street network in section 4.3.1. These network attributes do not apply to the transit system. Directions To complete the build of the prototype multimodal network, we modified the network’s directions properties to include the transit system. Here we used the name of each bus route and the name of the light rail. We also included an alternate name field for the bus routes which contained a “(West)” or “(East)” distinction. This allows the user to see what direction of travel the bus route takes them when they run a query. Also included are the names of each transfer link segment. Here we named them all “Bus Stop Path” which allows the directions to report to the user that they need to walk from the street to the bus stop. ArcGIS displays the directions in a directions window. An example route which shows a pedestrian-time query between two points is shown in figure 9 below.



Figure 9: A pedestrian-time query and the directions generated by ArcGIS.



5 Validation Methodology To validate our multimodal prototype network, we chose to perform the different types of queries the network was designed to perform. These query types include: drive-time, pedestriantime and shortest path. For drive-time queries, we hope to accurately query the shortest time between two points on the road network and provide accurate driving directions. This type of query is much like a query performed on on-line mapping services like Google Earth or Microsoft’s Live Search Maps. Pedestrian-time queries are to simulate a pedestrian walking between a point of origin and a destination along the road network. The query is allowed to choose the most appropriate bus/light rail routes which produce the fastest path between both query points. Shortest path queries will display the shortest viable path between an origin and destination point.



5.1 Drive-Time and Shortest-Path Query A drive-time query uses the network cost attributes of Drive_Time and the network restriction attribute of Oneway-Roads. The Drive_Time cost attribute simulates the time it takes to traverse each segment of the road network. ArcGIS terms this attribute as the queries’ impedance attribute. Hierarchy is also used for the drive-time query for more accurate query results. These settings are chosen in the network analyst route properties dialog in ArcMap and are shown in figure 10 below.



Figure 10: Setting the analysis impedance, restrictions, hierarchy and directions reporting for the drivetime query



To validate our drive-time on our road network we compared randomly the same two origin and destination locations from our network prototype to the same analysis in Google’s Google Maps and Microsoft’s Live Search Maps. Our network performed similar to both, but given the lack of turn restrictions, our overall trip time was significantly shorter. The routes were also typically different as a result. The routes chosen by our drive-time query usually are more direct routes. This is most likely the result of not having adequate turn restrictions on the network. The solver chooses the fastest and shortest path regardless of more difficult turns. Our road network shortest-path analysis performed similar to, and sometimes more accurate than Microsoft’s Live Search Maps. We chose to compare our results with Live Search Maps as it provides shortest path analysis. Figure 11 shows an example of the same shortest path query on our network prototype and Microsoft’s version. Ours created a path 2.7 miles long and Live Search Maps path was 3.2 miles long. Our network model created a shorter path as a result of having more detailed and local roads. We physically verified the path our model chose and it is indeed shorter and one can drive the exact path.



a.)



b.)



Figure 11: a.) Shortest-path query generated by Microsoft's Live Search Maps and b.) the same query run in our multimodal prototype network.



5.2 Pedestrian-Time Query The pedestrian-time query uses the Pedestrian_Time network cost attribute and the Oneway-Roads network restriction attribute. There are no one-way restrictions on the road network which simulates a pedestrian’s ability to walk the “wrong” way on one way roads. The query also uses the Ped_HWY_Restriction network restriction attribute which disallows a pedestrian to walk along highways. Hierarchy is not used for the pedestrian-time query as road class does not apply to walking along the road network. Similar to the drive-time query, we tested a variety of routes throughout the City of Minneapolis to validate our pedestrian-time query. Since there does not exist an online mapping application with similar features as our multimodal network prototype, we chose to test the accuracy of our pedestrian-time query by running simulations to see if the results were illogical. The results of our testing were very positive. The model pedestrian query chooses the bus routes and/or light rail if they provide a faster route than just walking along the road network. The query will only “get on” the bus at stops on the right side of the street in the direction of travel. The light-rail is always preferred over a bus route as it travels faster and this was shown in our results as well. Figures 12 and 13 show an example pedestrian-time query and figure 14 shows the directions created.



Figure 12: A pedestrian-time query. The pedestrian travels between point 1 (pink) and point 2 (light blue) walking and taking the bus along Washington Ave on the University of Minnesota East-Bank campus.



a.)



b.)



Figure 13: a.) Shows the origin point 1 and b.) the destination from the query shown in figure 11.



Figure 14: The directions generated for the example pedestrian-time query.



6 Project Challenges The overarching challenge of the project was defining the exact method by which we were to model the bus routes. The bus route data we acquired from MetroGIS was not adequately digitized for network analysis. The lines were multi-part, meaning there were multiple lines per segment. This required us to manually digitize each route as this was faster than attempting to “fix” the original routes. We ran into numerous problems with the bus route connectivity in the initial stages of creating the prototype network. We originally digitized the bus routes with segments split between bus stops and roads. Using end-point connectivity allowed the routing algorithm to jump between bus routes where their end points met. We wanted to keep all bus routes and light-rail in one connectivity group to keep things simple. Therefore, we decided to split each bus route’s east/west or north/south extent between the bus stops that serve in each respective direction. This eliminated the overlapping endpoints for each bus route’s direction and the switching between bus routes at endpoints. Another significant challenge we faced was that of the bus stop locations. We faced the decision to either leave the bus stops not connected to the bus routes or manually connect them to each stop’s respective route. The latter would be extremely time consuming and not allow attributes to be used for directions reporting. We used a script acquired from ESRI’s ArcScripts (http://arcscripts.esri.com/) website which drew a line from each bus stop to the nearest bus route. This was much faster than manually moving each bus stop to the bus routes. Also this allowed us to correctly model which bus stop one must get on if traveling in a specific direction.



For proper connectivity between groups, ArcGIS requires not only a point layer which participates in all connectivity groups; it also requires coincident vertices between all features within the network. This was a particular problem regarding the links between the bus routes and the road. There had to be a vertex on the road network where each link was connected for the query to be able to travel from the road to the transfer link. Manually adding a vertex to each road segment where a link intersected it would have been extremely time consuming. To overcome this problem we used another script to split the road network at each location where the transfer links intersected the road centerlines. Once this was completed, the split road centerlines connected to each link segment at their endpoints, thus overcoming the connectivity problem as we could then use end-point connectivity.



Figure 15: An example of a road segment (the highlighted segment) split at the intersection of a road-tobus link line. The green vertex represents the from-endpoint of the road segment and the red vertex represents the to-endpoint.



7 Conclusions and Future Work Our prototype multimodal trip planning network succeeded in modeling a pedestrian’s travel throughout the City of Minneapolis through multiple modes of transportation. We successfully modeled drive-time and pedestrian-time queries between locations on the network. We demonstrated our approach using ESRI’s ArcGIS software, which was able to support the functions of our prototype network. The prototype network we developed, coupled with ArcGIS allows for output in the form of maps and directions for all queries. This allows for more user interaction and intuitive output, something of which is currently lacking in similar multimodal transit trip planning applications.



Our approach and resulting prototype network is not without its limitations and assumptions. Most assumptions and limitations of our multimodal network model prototype were to overcome time limitations associated with the project. A major limitation of our prototype network lies in the fact that we did not use detailed turn attributes to more accurately model turns for queries that require driving through the network. Our drive-time queries suffer as a result and report inaccurate aggregate trip times as a result. We also used an assumed average speed for the pedestrian-time queries. This average time encompassed both the average walking speed of a pedestrian and the average bus/train speed for each segment along the transit network. This average speed does not take into account the day-to-day speed fluctuations along the transit system or traffic congestion. Our prototype does not include bus/train schedules, and therefore assumes buses are available for each stop when a pedestrian’s path traverses a particular stop. Including bus/train schedules would allow for the more accurate modeling of wait time at each bus stop. To improve upon and reduce the amount of assumptions in our prototype network, we’ve identified many areas for future work. To improve the accuracy of the public transportation network, we’d incorporate the rest of Minneapolis’ bus routes. We’d also like to incorporate bus schedules into the system. This would require additional research into ArcGIS and its capabilities to handle schedules. Adding turn costs and restrictions are needed to more accurately model the drive-time querying aspect of our network prototype. Additional future work can consist of extending the network to include biking and bike paths into the pedestrian-time routing. One would be able to chose whether or not they’d like to walk or ride a bicycle as a pedestrian. As buses in the City of Minneapolis can transport rider’s bicycles, we consider this a viable addition to the network prototype. We did not incorporate the city’s skyway system, which is an extension of the pedestrian’s walking network. This would require links between buildings and the street network and would ultimately provide a more accurate pedestrian query. For application development, our prototype multimodal trip planning network can be incorporated into a front-end application for ArcGIS. For greater application availability, a web application can be developed using ArcIMS which can access the same Network Analyst extension we used to develop the network prototype. Incorporation of geocoding would allow users to input origin and destination addresses to help plan their travel itinerary.
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